The paper presents an infinite horizon LQ optimal tracking control solution (LQ tracker) for discrete time linear time invariant systems. The reference preview need is reduced to only two steps irrespective of the type of reference signal making real-time implementation an achievable goal. A rigorous proof of optimality is provided for a set of infinite horizon reference commands which includes the linear combination of constant and exponentially bounded signals. Dissipativity, finite gain and l 1 performance of the controlled system are also evaluated. The behaviour of the proposed LQ tracker and its previously published sub-optimal version with one-step preview is demonstrated in conjunction with an application example. Their performances are compared to those of alternative solutions including set point control and model predictive control. Finally, it is concluded that the proposed rigorous solution of the infinite horizon tracking problem is real-time realizable and performs advantageously compared to other solutions.
Introduction
The research aiming to find real time realizable, finite or infinite horizon, linear quadratic (LQ) optimal tracking solutions started soon after the development
The finite horizon discrete time LQ optimal tracker
After defining the tracking problem to be solved this section aims to summarize and improve the existing finite horizon solution. The finite horizon optimal solution can be obtained applying the Lagrange multiplier method for equations (3) and (1) and is well established in literature see e. g. Lewis (1986) . The solution includes the well known discrete algebraic Ricatti equation with solution P k and the auxiliary equation with solution v k . Both of them are obtained as recursive expressions with well defined final values:
The resulting form of the costate variable (in this case the Lagrange multiplier) λ k and optimal control input is: 
However, the same derivation steps can lead to an extended costate variable structure which can be crucial in the infinite horizon solution and also satisfies equations in (4) and (5):
Matrix H is defined in (3). The detailed derivation of the above expression is summarized in Appendix A. S k is the variable introduced into the extended auxiliary equation instead of v k . The formulation presented in the appendix that results in the specific advantageuos structure -to the best knowledge of the authors -has not been presented in the literature yet.
The infinite horizon, discrete time, LQ optimal tracker
The goal of this section is to attempt to solve the infinite horizon tracking problem based on the improved finite horizon solution presented in the previous section. The infinite horizon solution (i. e., when N → ∞) can be constructed based on Lewis (1986) . It states that the optimal infinite horizon solution -the so called time-invariant tracker -can be obtained by substituting P ∞ (i. e. the solution of the steady state discrete algebraic Riccati equation (DARE)) into all the expressions. The DARE is:
Substituting P ∞ into the costate variable and auxiliary equation one gets:
Substituting v k = QHr k − S ∞ Hr k+1 into the costate equation (9) (taking the limit S ∞ = lim k→∞ S k only formally) one obtains:
From now, the only question that remains in conjunction with the solution is the existence of a steady state gain S ∞ for the auxiliary equation (10). The equation is satisfied if the system of equations (11) is satisfied ∀k ∈ N.
−S ∞ Hr k+1 = A T M 2 QHr k+1
If there exists an S ∞ which satisfies the system of equations in (11) ∀k then the control input constructed applying equations (5) and (8) turns out to be optimal and the preview need is reduced to only two-steps:
At this point two problems arise. At first, equation (11) can not be satisfied for a nonzero r k+2 as it requires S ∞ = 0 or r k+2 to be in the null space of A T M 2 S ∞ H. In case of S ∞ = 0, the first equation in (11) can be satisfied only for r k+1 = 0 alternatively r k+1 must be in the null space of A T M 2 QH. Both conditions are too restrictive. In case of S ∞ = 0 on the other hand it is impossible to achieve A T M 2 S ∞ Hr k+2 = 0 for arbitrary r k+2 .
Apart from satisfying equation (11) the other problem is related to the cost function. Optimality requires a finite cost function value in (3) on infinite horizon which can not be guaranteed even for a constant nonzero reference r ∞ . Tracking of nonzero set point usually requires a nonzero steady state control input and sõ u T k Rũ k 0 i f k → ∞. This drives the infinite horizon functional value J ∞ (x,x, u) -obtained from J N by N → ∞-into infinity. The problem can possibly be solved by transformating the reference with an r ∞ k moving set point and correspondingly the system with the related x ∞ k state and u ∞ k input and defining the tracking problem for the transformed system. Considering the cost function, this means the removal of the energy related to the tracking of the moving set point. This moving set point dynamics can be described by a reference system (see the 2nd point below) which is assumed to be in its steady state at every time step. The transformed system that is to be controlled LQ optimally, represents the difference between the set points and the real system (see 3rd point below) and so, the transient dynamics between them. If the moving set point covers the real reference signal, LQ optimal This is the author version before final review of article published in European Journal of Control Vol. 39, January 2018, pp. 8-20 regulation of the difference to zero means perfect tracking. As the difference state dynamics should approach zero the related output should also and this makes possible to get a finite cost functional value on infinite horizon (as it happens in the case of a simple LQ optimal regulator design).
As an illustration consider tracking of a constant nonzero reference signal r ∞ which requires a nonzero u ∞ input and this makes J ∞ infinite. However, if the reference system tracks r ∞ through u ∞ the transformed system describes only the dynamics of the transient until the system reaches r ∞ . In this transient dynamics the states and the inputs should all approach zero and so, the infinite horizon tracking control is directly related to the infinite horizon regulator problem. The solution of this problem -called set point tracking -is well described in Kwakernaak and Sivan (1972) for example. This reformulation can possibly also help to achieve steady state of the auxiliary equation in (10).
In Bauer (2013a,b) a sub-optimal solution was derived based on a three-step procedure which comprises also a transformation step. The whole procedure is detailed below.
1. If the system matrix A is not Hurwitz, choose a stabilizing state feedback gain from the set K and substituteũ k = −K x1 x k + u k into (1) to make step 2 solvable. This results in a stabilized system matrix φ as defined in (2):
If A is Hurwitz, φ = A, K x1 = 0 andũ k = u k can be applied. 2. Determine the state and input of the reference system related to r ∞ k assuming that this is a steady state set point for the stabilized system (13) followed by the system output at every time step as it is indicated in the second equation below.
It should be noted that the inverse matrix (I −φ ) −1 always exists because the φ Hurwitz matrix has all its eigenvalues inside the unit circle. The required This is the author version before final review of article published in European Journal of Control Vol. 39, January 2018, pp. 8-20
control input to hold y ∞ k = r ∞ k is the solution of the last equation above which depends on the dimension of the matrix M. M is a p × m matrix with (14) has a unique solution:
If p < m then equation (14) is underdetermined with infinitely many solutions. The input with minimum norm can be obtained applying the MoorePenrose pseudoinverse (M + ) as described e. g. in Demmel (1997) . (In the rest of the article the inverse or if it does not exist the pseudoinverse of M is denoted by M + ).
3. Construct an LQ optimal tracking controller for the difference dynamics of the original system obtained around the moving set point
The difference dynamics, its infinite horizon cost function (with ∆x k = H(r k − r ∞ k ) = H∆r k ) and the related conditions of optimality can be formulated as follows by applying the P ∞ steady state solution of the DARE.
The last equation above is the analogue of (9) and it is obtained by replacing A T with φ T and applying the ∆ notations. The critical tasks are to find a steady This is the author version before final review of article published in European Journal of Control Vol. 39, January 2018, pp. 8-20 state solution (S ∞ ) for the auxiliary equation (the last equation in (19) with ∆v k and ∆v k+1 substituted) and prove the finiteness of the cost function in (18). Firstly, the possible steady state is examined, then the finiteness of the cost function is proven in the next section for a given set of references.
Solution for constant references
Assuming r ∞ k = r k = const ∀k results in ∆r k = 0, ∆x k = 0 ∀k and reduces the problem to regulation of the transformed system into the steady zero state. In this case x ∞ k = x ∞ , u ∞ k = u ∞ and this represents a real steady state for the original system. This is a well established problem called set point control and its solution is proven to be optimal, see e. g. Kwakernaak and Sivan (1972) .
Solution for time-varying references
For time-varying references the dynamics of the transformed auxiliary equation results from equations (19) and (10) as:
This can be further generalized by defining S 1 = QH and S 2 = S ∞ H as auxiliary unknown variables:
The question is the selection of r ∞ k , S 1 and S 2 to satisfy condition (21) ∀k. This requires the elimination of ∆r k+2 from the equation as it is explained related to equation (11) for the non-centered case. It is easy to see two options: the first is the approximation of ∆r k+2 based on other reference values, possibly ∆r k+1 and ∆r k already included in (21). The second is to make ∆r k+2 zero through the selection of r ∞ k .
The first approach was applied in Bauer (2013a,b) with the linear extrapolation of ∆r k+2 = 2∆r k+1 − ∆r k . There, the assumption r ∞ k = r k+1 was used. This way a closed form sub-optimal solution was obtained with the following gains:
This is the author version before final review of article published in European Journal of Control Vol. 39, January 2018, pp. 8-20 This is only a sub-optimal solution as at the next time step the extrapolation ∆r k+3 = 2∆r k+2 − ∆r k+1 includes ∆r k+2 . So, ∆r k+2 is assumed known at that time step, but was extrapolated before. This means that two different values are considered for the same reference in two consecutive time steps and so there are step by step differences from the real reference signal. For this reason the solution can not be optimal for the original reference signal.
In the present work the second approach is used with r ∞ k = r k+2 and so ∆r k+2 = r k+2 − r ∞ k = 0 without any approximation (extrapolation) of the reference signal. The resulting gains are then:
This is valid ∀k but requires two-step preview of future reference. It should be emphasized that, compared to the infinite horizon preview need this can lead to real-time realizability. Reformulating (12) for the centered system dynamics and considering the generalized ∆v k+1 with gains S 1 and S 2 the control input for the centered system is as follows (∆r k+2 = 0):
Here, K x2 is the well-known infinite horizon LQ optimal state feedback gain. Expanding ∆x k and ∆r k+1 , substituting the expressions of u ∞ k and x ∞ k from equation (14) and considering the pre-stabilization of the system (K x1 ) (in case if A was Hurwitz K x1 = 0 can be considered, but K x1 will be included in all forthcoming formulae for notational conveniance) and r ∞ k = r k+2 , one gets the final inputũ k as:
The above equations represent a PD-like (PD = proportional and derivative) control solution with respect to the reference signal. As the reference signal is This is the author version before final review of article published in European Journal of Control Vol. 39, January 2018, pp. 8-20 usually noiseless this control formulation is more advantegous than the conventional PD control which utilizes the tracking error. The above control provides fast reaction for reference changes meanwhile removes the problem with noise amplification. The anti-windup problem is also eliminated because there is no integral action in the controller.
Proof of infinite horizon optimality
After obtaining an infinite horizon solution for the LQ optimal tracking problem its most important properties are summarized in a theorem and proven tehereafter.
Theorem 1. The control inputũ k in (25) which results from the three-step solution proposed in Section 4 gives an infinite horizon LQ optimal output tracker with only a two-step reference preview need for a set of time-varying references (which can be bounded by the sum of exponentially convergent and constant signals) for the system described in (1) with cost function given in (18).
PROOF. The constant reference case i. e. set point tracking is well established in literature, see e. g. Kwakernaak and Sivan (1972) . For this reason the optimality should be proven only for the case of time-varying references. The conditions of optimality -resulting from Lagrange multiplier method -are given in equations (19) which should be completed with the proof of the finiteness of (18).
Unfortunately it is not possible to prove optimality for any arbitrary infinite horizon time-varying signal because frequent increments (decrements) in the reference signal will frequently change the transformed system and so does not let its dynamics to converge to zero (reach the moving set point). Summing up small but infinitely many tracking error terms will drive the functional value infinite and so will violate a condition of optimality.
However, considering practical applications, only finite time bounded reference signals should be included in the proof of optimality for infinite horizon time-varying references because every system works only on a finite time horizon. Such a finite time bounded signal can be always upper bounded by the sum of a constant r c and a time-varying exponentially convergent r k signal (leading to r = r c + r k ) as Figure 1 shows. This exponential bound can be considered as a worst case description of the reference signal. The tracking of the two reference parts can be examined separately due to the linearity of the system. The optimality of the constant reference tracking part was mentioned above. In this subsection only the optimality with exponentially bounded references will be proven. The exponential bound of the reference can be formulated as below:
Considering the conditions of optimality given in equations (19) the centered control input was formulated in equation (24) by substituting the proposed structure of the costate with S 1 , S 2 and r ∞ k = r k+2 . So the optimal input equation in (19) is satisfied.
The P ∞ solution of DARE again satisfies the algebraic Riccati equation in the limiting case.
The only aspects to be proven are if the auxiliary equation is satisfied and the infinite horizon cost function has a finite value.
The S 1 and S 2 values were derived from the transformed auxiliary equation shown in (21) by considering reference values r k , r k+1 , r k+2 and r ∞ k = r k+2 (at This is the author version before final review of article published in European Journal of Control Vol. 39, January 2018, pp. 8-20 time k) without any constraint on k. So, the obtained solution is valid for every
The last aspect is the finiteness of the centered infinite horizon cost function J ∞ in (18) with moving set point values:
In Bauer (2013a,b) finiteness of the centered J ∞ cost function shown in (18) with r ∞ k = 0 and exponentially bounded references is proven. This derivation is extended here to nonzero r ∞ k values. Note that the extension published here could also be done for the solution of Bauer (2013a,b) which uses extrapolation of r k+2 and r ∞ k = r k+1 . However, this extension of previous results is out of the scope of this article.
Consider the stabilized system dynamics as described in (13) together with its derived control input u k from (25). Substituting u k into (13) results in:
The state dynamics and transformation with moving set point results in the expressions given below. First, x k+2 is formulated according to (28), then x k+1 is substituted into it also from (28). ∆x k+2 is obtained by subtracting x ∞ (k+2) from x k+2 considering equation (27) . Finally, generalization of the x k+2 formula for x k with shifted indices and x 0 initial value and the subtraction of x ∞ (k) gives the last equation in (29). This is the author version before final review of article published in European Journal of Control Vol. 39, January 2018, pp. 8-20
Considering equation (24) ∆u k can be expressed with ∆x k :
The only term left to deal with from the cost function is ∆x k = H∆r k = H(r k − r ∞ k ) = H(r k − r k+2 ). Substituting all the ∆ expressions into cost function J ∞ in equation (18) 
Term 10 
This cost function is an infinite series. Such a series has a finite limit if the absolute series constructed from it has a finite limit. This statement is proven in Appendix B. Based on the proof given there one can state that the derived infinite horizon LQ tracking solution is indeed optimal for the sum of exponentially bounded and constant references.
In the next section some stability metrics are considered to proof stability and finiteness of the tracking error with the proposed LQ optimal tracker. 6. Dissipativity, finite gain and l 1 stability of the tracking error
Having proven the optimality of the proposed tracking method, the convergence (stability) of its tracking error should be examined. The resulting system after feedback with state matrix φ 1 (see equation (28)) is guaranteed to be stable, however the stability of the tracking error for any type of input should be checked. This is the author version before final review of article published in European Journal of Control Vol. 39, January 2018, pp. 8-20
As a first step derive the dynamics of the tracking error. Considering (14) and (16) the tracking error at time k + 1 is:
The next step is to formulate the dynamics of thex error state. From equations (28), (25) and from the above equation the error state dynamics can be expressed as:
The error state dynamics together with the tracking error formulates a strictly causal dynamical system:
Unfortunately it is not possible to obtain a Lyapunov function for the tracking error. This is because the system is not autonomous and the unknown input -the reference signal -is continuously changing in time. However, from Kottenstette et al. (2014) considering V k =x T k Px k as the storage function and
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as the quadratic supply rate (where Q = Q T and R = R T ) the generalization of the positive real lemma provides the opportunity to check the dissipativity and other stability properties.
The LQ optimal tracking solution is dissipative if the above linear matrix inequality (LMI) is satisfied for any (Q,S,R). If it is satisfied for Q = −I, S = 0, R = γ 2 I then the LQ tracker is also finite gain stable. Passivity can be proven if the LMI is satisfied for Q = 0, S = 1 2 I, R = 0. This can be checked only for quadratic systems. In our case dim(e) = p and dim ∆r = 2p = p that's why passivity can not be examined.
Another possibility is to examine the l 1 gain of the error system representing the gain for the l ∞ norm of ∆r k which is the maximum step in the reference signal between two samples. This l 1 gain can be calculated based on the Markov parameters of the system as Jochen M. Rieber (2007) describes:
For k = 0 the Markov parameter is D = 0 and so can be excluded. Dimensions p and 2p of G correspond to the dimension of e and ∆r respectively. In numerical evaluation G (k) F (i. e. the Frobenius norm of G (k) matrix) decreases below machine precision upon k > N > 0 since φ 1 is a stable matrix. Therefore G 1 can be evaluated in finite number of steps. Numerical evaluation of all of the above stability metrics appear near the end of Section 8. In the next section three other tracking solutions are formulated so that the proposed LQ tracker can be compared to these. The sub-optimal LQ tracker solution derived in Bauer (2013a,b) is also compared to all the other solutions.
Other tracking methods for comparison
Having derived the above LQ tracking solution (from now on we will refer to this as LQT), it should be compared to other existing solutions on a fair basis. This This is the author version before final review of article published in European Journal of Control Vol. 39, January 2018, pp. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] means that the other solutions should be considered for the same centered system given in (17) with r ∞ k = r k+2 moving set point and for the same cost function as given in (18) and considering maximum two-step preview horizon.
Nonzero set point tracking
For nonzero set point tracking (SPT) the solution of Kwakernaak and Sivan (1972) is applied:ũ
This SPT can be considered as a P-like control with only one term for the reference signal and with exactly the same K x and K r ∞ gains as for the LQ tracker.
Preview tracking control
This preview tracking (PV) solution can be easily derived considering N = 2 preview horizon based on Farooq and Limebeer (2005) as follows:
This is a PD-like solution with two difference terms and with exactly the same K x and K r ∞ gains as for the LQ tracker. This is the author version before final review of article published in European Journal of Control Vol. 39, January 2018, pp. 8-20
Model predictive control
The unconstrained, closed form model predictive control (MPC) solution was derived again with N = 2 horizon according to Maciejowski (2002) . The horizon was limited to two-steps to make the solution comparable to the aforementioned LQT method.
Here, x 2 Q symbolizes the quadratic form x T Qx. The resulting control input represents a PD-like solution with only one difference term and with K 
Results with extrapolated r k+2
To be able to compare the proposed methods to the sub-optimal tracker derived in Bauer (2013a,b) , their inputs are also derived with extrapolation of the reference signal (∆r k+2 = 2∆r k+1 − ∆r k ) and different set point (r ∞ k = r k+1 ) (call these solutions as EX (extrapolated) and the others in the previous subsections as NEX (non-extrapolated)). The summary of EX control inputs for the different methods can be seen below.
1. Non-zero set point (SPT):
These are structurally similar solutions, but with different reference signal values. The two difference terms in the preview solution are unified with the (K r1 − K r3 ) gain.
Application example
After deriving the infinite horizon LQ tracking solution and presenting three other well known tracking solutions in the previous sections an application example is presented. The goal with the example is to numerically compare the performance of the solutions. The second example from the work Park et al. (2008) was chosen to be implemented because it fits the need to present tracking results on a higher dimensional (four states, two inputs) but not overly complicated system. The example is further related to the topic as it was applied to test receding horizon LQ tracking control in Park et al. (2008) . The parameters of the longitudinal dynamical model of the Navion aircraft presented in Park et al. (2008) The control inputs are limited by saturation to comply with the capabilities of the Navion aircraft. The maximum deflections of the elevator are −30 • up / +20 • down so the symmetrical limit is ±0.349 rad. The maximum specific thrust is 1.543 m/s 2 while in the considered trim point (cruise with 176 f t/s) it is 0.863 m/s 2 . This means that its maximum change can be ±0.68 m/s 2 (all of this data is approximately calculated).
The control weights were selected considering the cost function J ∞ defined in (18). Q 1 weights the states that has not been affected by the tracking of the output signal. In these particular case these states are the velocities v f , v d and the pitch rateθ . Q 1 = 0 was selected in all cases to provide the best possible tracking of θ references (not to limit the system dynamics with further constraints). The initial R input weight was selected based on Bryson's rule (method of inverse squares):
Here, < . . . > symbolizes that R is a diagonal matrix with the given values in its main diagonal. Later R was decreased to obtain better tracking results. The final input weight is R =< 0.008 0.002 > in all cases.
The Q 2 tracking weight was tuned in every case (quantized to the multiples of ten) to obtain the best tracking results. In most of the cases different weights were required to attain minimum cost function value or minimum average tracking error. These different cases are denoted herein by minC for minimum cost function This is the author version before final review of article published in European Journal of Control Vol. 39, January 2018, pp. 8-20
and minT for minimum average tracking error, respectively. The final weight values after tuning are summarized in Appendix C.
For the purpose of comparison amongst the different methods, the following performance measures -for the finite simulation horizon -were used:
1. Average absolute tracking error:
Value of the cost (18) with saturated control inputs, finite time horizon and the following moving setpoint settings (referenced as J s in the sequel):
3. Value of the cost including tracking error and control energy relative to the moving u ∞ k value presented below:
4. Value of the cost function including tracking error, system (the states excluding θ ) and control energy: In the tracking of doublet signal (see Figure 3) the MPC method has a large overshoot compared to the others. The results obtained by the other three methods are exactly the same. This can be seen also in the tabular performance data (see Tables D.1 and D. 2) where the LQT, SPT and PV errors and cost function values are the same both for NEX and EX methods. Note that all three methods were weighted similarly for doublet tracking as shown in table C.1. This similar behaviour is not surprising if one considers that the applied doublet reference is a piecewise constant signal and for constant signals the LQT, SPT and PV methods give exactly the same system input (assuming the same weighting). This is because the K x and K r ∞ gains are the same, and all the difference terms are zero for constant references. Therefore, only some minor differences could occur due to the step changes in the doublet reference signal. For this reason only the LQT and MPC solutions are plotted.
The average tracking errors with MPC were considerably larger than that of the other methods as a result of the large overshoots. The average tracking errors and J si (i = 1, 2) cost values were smaller with NEX methods than with EX also for the MPC solution, so one can conclude that the knowledge of r k+2 at time k leads to better results. There is a negligible difference between the J s1 and J s2 costs in the NEX and EX cases. This can be explained again by the piecewise constant reference signal which removes significance of preview or extrapolation.
In chirp signal tracking, all the methods are tuned separately for minimum J s cost and minimum average tracking error. The minimization of time delay between reference and system output was also carried out. This limits the achievable lowest cost and means that there is a design trade-off between minimum cost and time delay.
Considering now Figure 5 the LQT and PV results are very close to each other, furthermore the MPC results are not plotted, because they completely match the LQT result. For chirp signal tracking the SPT NEX controller gives the best result. Tuning of the SPT method showed that by increasing the Q 2 weight the average tracking error can be decreased to an arbitrarily small value. Clearly, the related J s cost function value is very large but J s1 and J s2 are only negligibly larger than their associated values with the other methods.
The NEX methods give smaller average errors and cost in most of the cases, This is the author version before final review of article published in European Journal of Control Vol. 39, January 2018, pp. 8-20 but the results with EX are also acceptable.
Evaluation of the stability metrics
Stability metrics were calculated for the proposed LQT NEX method. The LMI's for the dissipativity and the finite gain stability were all feasible for the cases tuned for doublet tracking or chirp signal tracking, so the proposed solution is both dissipative and finite gain stable.
Considering the l 1 norm G 1 = 7.739 resulted considering the tuning for doublet tracking and G 1 = 0.3698 resulted for the tining for chirp signal tracking. The latter is an excellent l 1 norm which means that the system produces lower tracking errors than the greatest step in the reference signal. The former shows possibly much larger error than in the greatest change of the reference signal. However, in case of the doublet signal there is nonzero ∆r reference change only in few time steps otherwise ∆r k = 0 and therefore the problem simplifies to setpoint tracking which is proven in the literature to be stable (see e. g. Kwakernaak and Sivan (1972) ). For this reason its tuning with finally Q 2 = 10 does not result in less than 1 l 1 norm. On the contrary the tuning of the chirp signal tracking finally applied Q 2 = 238370 weight which is much larger.
Considering the . ∞ norms of the reference signal and the tracking error in case of the doublet input ∆r k ∞ = 20 • and e k ∞ = 19.989 • which well satisfies e k ∞ < G 1 ∆r k ∞ . On the contrary for the chirp signal ∆r k ∞ = 0.3473 • and e k ∞ = 0.3092 • . This does not satisfy e k ∞ < G 1 ∆r k ∞ . The cause can be the larger time lag on higher frequencies, because the maximum tracking error continuously increases as the frequency of the reference signal increases.
Overall evaluation of methods
The performance of the compared methods varies with the considered application cases. MPC is the worst in most of the cases which is reasonable because of the finite (and very short) horizon cost function considered in its design.
The other three methods behave similarly for piecewise constant references. For chirp references when r k+2 is assumed to be known (i. e. the NEX case) the SPT method is the best and the LQT and the PV perform similarly. Notably they have even the same optimal weighting when tuned for minimum tracking error (see table C.1). The J s1 and J s2 cost function values are very similar in all cases. In case of extrapolation of r k+2 (EX case) the PV method gives the smallest average error while the SPT gives the largest. Even in these cases the cost values are very similar. This is the author version before final review of article published in European Journal of Control Vol. 39, January 2018, pp. 8-20
As a summary, it can be stated that the LQT, SPT and PV methods perform very similarly when they are tuned for best tracking performance. Neither of them can be identified as the best solution.
The main consequence is that the sub-optimal (EX) solution with only r k+1 known (and r k+2 extrapolated) can perform close to the optimal method with known r k+2 . This means that also the sub-optimal solution is quite suitable in practical applications if the optimal solution is not viable e. g. r k+2 is unknown at time k.
Conclusion
This article deals with discrete time infinite horizon LQ optimal tracking control for LTI systems. It first references the finite horizon optimal solution from literature then improves it with the derivation of the detailed structure of the costate variable.
In the next major step it discusses the problems related to the infinite horizon solution such as the existence of steady state auxiliary equation without infinite horizon reference preview need and the finiteness of the cost function.
Two possible solutions are proposed to obtain a steady state auxiliary equation. They decrease the reference preview need to only one or two-steps. The solution with one-step preview is only sub-optimal and was published earlier in (Bauer (2013a,b) ) on the other hand the solution proposed here with two-step preview is optimal and is a new development.
If two-step reference preview is not possible then the one-step solution can provide a feasible alternative as the evaluation of the application example suggests. The knowledge of r k+1 at time k is mandatory for DT control feasibility so, the one-step solution is always viable.
The finiteness of the quadratic cost function is proven for a set of references including sum of exponentially bounded and constant signals. This set includes all the finite time bounded signals. In Bauer (2013a,b) a similar proof is presented by assuming r ∞ k = 0 moving set point. The present work extends the results published there by considering a nonzero moving set point r ∞ k = r k+2 . This extension is applicable also for the r ∞ k = r k+1 case considered in Bauer (2013a,b) .
Besides proving optimality, the stability metrics such as dissipativity, finite gain and l 1 gain stability are derived and examined.
Three other tracking solutions are derived for the same transformed system with same LQ cost function and preview horizon to render the comparison posThis is the author version before final review of article published in European Journal of Control Vol. 39, January 2018, pp. 8-20 sible. For this purpose the set point control, the preview and MPC control are considered.
The developed infinite horizon optimal solution and the previously published sub-optimal one (Bauer (2013a,b) ) are compared to the other three methods through an application example. The task in the example is to track piecewise constant and chirp references.
All of the methods were tuned to achieve their best tracking performance. The optimal ones with two-step preview give better results than the sub-optimal ones with one-step preview. But the quantitative difference is fairly small and so, the sub-optimal solutions with one-step preview are also well applicable if two-step preview is not viable.
The considered four control solutions presented in the paper, namely the proposed LQ tracker, the set point control, the preview and the MPC can not be ranked considering their performance only. To summarize the differences in the approaches, the set point control assumes a constant reference and solves a regulation problem for the centered system, the preview control considers a given preview horizon, extends the state space accordingly and solves the regulation problem, while MPC uses a finite horizon cost function. So only the proposed LQ tracker(s) solve the infinite horizon tracking problem in a rigorous way considering also the additional auxiliary equation. The presented solution is proven to be optimal and also practically viable. Its sub-optimal version with reduced preview need provides similar performance and therefore it can be advantageously applied if two-step reference preview is -for some reason -not possible.
The proposed tracking control formulation is sensitive to disturbances and uncertainties. As a solution to this problem an infinite horizon minimax tracker including unknown input estimation is derived in papers Bauer et al. (2009a) , Bauer et al. (2009b) and Bauer et al. (2009b) . The solutions proposed in these articles remove the adverse effect of disturbances. Sensitivity to uncertainties is examined in depth in Bauer (2013a) and Bauer (2013b) through stochastic performance and robustness analysis.
Future work may include examining the possible extensions of the method for linear parameter varying and nonlinear systems. In these cases, the difficulty lies in the handling of the moving setpoint and moving system parameters.
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This section summarizes the obtained best tuning weights for the presented different methods. The list of notations applied in the tables in the following sections is:
• LQT: infinite horizon linear quadratic tracking controller
• SPT: nonzero set point tracker
• PV: preview tracker • MPC: model predictive control
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• minC: cases tuned for minimum cost function value (J s )
• minT: cases tuned for minimum average tracking error 
